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EXTREME SF IN THE GALAXY (AND AROUND)

A few massive (M? > 104 M�), compact

(R < 5 pc) star clusters exist in the Milky

Way and LMC: e.g., Arches, NGC 3603,

Westerlund 1, R136

Fig: HST image of R136 in the LMC
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A few massive (M? > 104 M�), compact

(R < 5 pc) star clusters exist in the Milky

Way and LMC: e.g., Arches, NGC 3603,

Westerlund 1, R136

How do these clusters form?

Fig: ALMA image around R136 in the LMC

(Indebetouw+13)



TYPICAL CLOUDS IN VIGOROUS SF
ENVIRONMENT

- New observations are unveiling the GMC population in nearby galaxies

- ALMA (with ACA+TP) can do it routinely

Figs: GMCs in M51 from PAWS project. Schinnerer+13, Colombo+14
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WESTERLUND 49 (G43.1+0.0)
W49A and SgrB2 (L ∼ 2 × 107 L�) are the most luminous, deeply embedded

star-formation regions in the Galaxy.

Fig: Herschel-SPIRE (color) and Chandra (contours). Frame ∼ 100 pc.



CENTRAL CLUSTER WITH (FORMING) O STARS

- ∼ 50 HC HII regions from subarcsec cm data.

- The mm sources (“hot cores” and/or HC HII

regions) are not well determined.

Fig: VLA 3.6cm. DePree+97.
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CENTRAL CLUSTER WITH (FORMING) O STARS

- ∼ 50 HC HII regions from subarcsec cm data.

- The mm sources (“hot cores” and/or HC HII

regions) are not well determined.

Fig: BIMA 1.4mm. Wilner+01.



MUSCLE W49A

Multiscale Continuum and Line Exploration of W49A

- Large scale (up to ∼ 35′ × 35′, or ∼ 113 pc) single dish mapping of the full GMC
(incl. W49N, W49S, W49SW) using the 14m PMO telescope and the GBT
- SMA Subcompact+Compact+Extended+VeryExtended mosaic of central ∼ 3′ × 3′,
or ∼ 10 pc
- Zero spacing from IRAM 30m observations (CO isotopologues) and BOLOCAM GPS
(mm continuum)

- 1.3mm continuum (dust + ionized gas), H30α (ionized gas), CO, SO2, CH3CN (cold

to warm molecular gas), etc.



MULTISCALE MASS MAPS

Mass maps solving for τ for every
position-position-velocity bin

Fig: Full W49 GMC, Σgas [M� pc−2],

G-M, Liu, Zhang et al. ApJ, 2013



MULTISCALE MASS MAPS

Mass maps solving for τ for every
position-position-velocity bin

Fig: Zooming into W49N, Σgas [M� pc−2],

G-M, Liu, Zhang et al. ApJ, 2013



MASS PROFILE

- Comparison of the W49 GMC with other
Milky Way clouds that are possible sites of
YMC formation

- There is enough mass within a small

enough radius

Colored symbols: W49A GMC. Error bars include
systematics from CO abundances and saturation
in τ fitting

Black symbols: Other clouds from literature.



CLUSTERS VS GAS IN THE CENTRAL 10 PC

- SMA all-config mosaics combined with IRAM 30m. Recover all flux at all scales at
∼ 2” (0.1 pc) resolution

- Large scale (> 10 pc) ’triple’ filamentary structure converges all the way in toward

the ’Welch’ ring of HCHIIs

Colors: 13CO 2–1 velocity-integrated emission. Contours: cm continuum from ionized gas (VLA).

Star: NIR cluster (Alves and Homeier 2003).
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SUMMARY (SO FAR)

- The W49 GMC is one of the most massive in the MW, Mtot ∼ 1.1 × 106 M�

- It is very concentrated. W49N contains ∼ 20% (Mtot ∼ 2 × 105 M�) of the mass of

the GMC within ∼ 0.1% of the volume (r < 6 pc)
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- The W49 GMC is one of the most massive in the MW, Mtot ∼ 1.1 × 106 M�

- It is very concentrated. W49N contains ∼ 20% (Mtot ∼ 2 × 105 M�) of the mass of

the GMC within ∼ 0.1% of the volume (r < 6 pc)

The gas in the GMC is distributed in a network of filaments whose structure is similar

from ∼ 100 to 1 pc, and appears to converge in a ’hub’ toward the Welch ring of HC

HIIs in W49N

Feedback from the central YMC(s) with M? > 7 × 104 M� is still not enough to

disrupt the GMC: only ∼ 1% of the gas mass in W49N is ionized, and Eddington ratio

Lbol/LEdd ∼ 0.1

Probably the stellar content will remain as a bound cluster:

SFE(W 49N + W 49S) > 10%, gas-dispersal timescale > 1 Myr, stellar content is

compact (all tracers within r < 6 pc), Σgas > 1000 M� pc−2 in YMC region



VELOCITY STRUCTURE (W49A GMC)

- Some filaments converge in PV space toward the central clump

13CO 1–0 PMO data
Left: Cut in position, Right: Position-Velocity plot

Liu, G-M et al. in prep.



VELOCITY STRUCTURE (W49N CLUMP)

- Filaments in inner starburst have complex velocity structure

- There is a lot substructure and localized fragmentation

Channel maps of C18O 2–1 from SMA all-configuration mosaics + IRAM 30m
Left: blueshifted emission, Right: redshifted emission.

Liu, G-M et al. in prep.



SPECTRAL CORRELATION FUNCTION

The spectral correlation function (SCF, Rosolowsky+99, Padoan+01) can be used to

discriminate physical models of GMCs
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Fig: power-law fits to the SCF in the MUSCLE data sets. Pineda, G-M, Liu et al. in prep.



SPECTRAL CORRELATION FUNCTION

- Both the full-cloud (W49A) and central starburst (W49N) are way off other MW
clouds and turbulent box models.

- Only turbulence is not enough. Large-scale gravity?
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Fig: SCF at 1 pc vs slope for W49A (full GMC), W49N (starbursting region), other MW clouds

(red points), and turbulent-box models (gray, Padoan+). Pineda, G-M, Liu et al. in prep.




